
 10 Mystery Object Cards 
(do not show these to your 
child)

 A small box, to be a 
‘treasure chest’ (per child)

 20 counters/tokens (per 
child)

 A small bag for ‘lost’ tokens

 A headband – a simple 
band made from a 
cardboard strip – and some 
Blu Tack for sticking a 
Mystery Object Card onto it

10–15 minutes

MYSTERY OBJECT

Guess the Mystery Object:

Pick one of the Mystery Object Cards, but keep it hidden. Ask your child if they can guess what is on the card by 
asking questions to which the answer is ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.

Let your child try to find the solution without a plan. They are likely to guess in a random manor as the 
independent use of broad categories to eliminate possible answers is rare at this age.

‘Yes or No’ Game – A Strategy for Asking Questions:

Tell your child that you can show them a way to discover the word on a card like this as quickly as possible.

Place a headband with another Mystery Object Card on your head so that you cannot see the card, but your child 
can. Feel free to ‘cheat’ by checking for yourself which card is on the headband – just don’t let them see you!

Model an appropriate questioning strategy – see the next page. After each of your child’s answers, ‘think’ out loud 
about what you now know and what your next question might be, and why it would be a good question.

Note: Ineffective questions eliminate only one, or at best a very few possibilities; good questions immediately 
point the questioner in the right direction by eliminating large general categories to progressively narrow the 
scope of the search. To question effectively, we must start with the most general verbal category and gradually 
narrow down until we have established the category to which the mystery object belongs. Once we know the 
category we can ask questions about specific characteristics. We gradually become less and less abstract until 
we are able to name the concrete object.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can answer yes/no questions about the characteristics of different objects.
Your child can discover mystery objects by asking yes/no questions.
Your child listens attentively and uses the answer to a yes/no question about an object to decide what their next question should be.
Your child can ask a series of strategic questions to narrow down categories, rather than guessing randomly.

To master the skills of classification
To introduce a questioning strategy for rapidly identifying an unknown object 
To create an optimal strategy for reaching a correct answer quickly – successively 
narrow the scope of the search by eliminating broad classes of possible objects
To practise identifying the distinguishing characteristics of animals, plants and inanimate objects
To develop communication skills – ask and listen to strategic questions and respond appropriately 
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For example, a possible list of questions for identifying the ‘cow’ card could be (using 
the diagram of general questioning strategy shown on the right):

• Is it alive? (Yes)
• Is it a plant? (No)
• Is it a fish? (No)
• Is it a bird? (No)
• Is it a mammal? (Yes)
• Is it wild? (No)
• Is it a pet? (No)
• Is it small? (No)
• Does it give us wool? (No)
• Does it give us milk? (Yes)
• Is it a cow? (Yes)

Here’s another example for your use, this time for the ‘apple tree’ card:

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

MYSTERY OBJECT – continued 
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While you are modelling, to motivate your child to ask as few questions as possible when it is their turn later, and to provide a tangible way for them 
to keep track of how well they are doing, place 20 tokens on the table in front of you. Each question costs you one token – put the ‘lost’ tokens into 
your bag. Count the number of tokens left on the table at the end of your turn. Reiterate that the aim is to have as many tokens left as possible a the 
end.

Continue to model the procedure for asking and answering strategic questions using other Mystery Object Cards, if you feel your child will benefit 
from further modelling.

For inanimate (not alive) mystery objects, the simplest strategy may be to use direct questions to establish a category (is it furniture, do we wear it, is 
it transport, and so on) and then to ask questions about specific characteristics (do we sit on it, does it travel in the air, do we wear it on our feet and 
so on). 

What am I?

This time, your child wears a Mystery Object Card on a headband around their head. They ask you questions and you answer, so they can establish 
what is on the card as you did. 

To remind your child of the importance in this game of asking as few questions as possible, give them a ‘treasure chest’ (your small box) of 20 tokens 
to ‘spend’ on their questions. If you have more than one child doing this session, this can be done competitively if you want to. Once they have each 
identified one object, they can count up the number of tokens they have left. The child with the most tokens left in their ‘treasure chest’ is the winner.

Repeat with other Mystery Object Cards, having your child start off with 20 tokens every time. Once they have practised and are getting confident 
and cleverer with their questions, you can make it more challenging by reducing the number of tokens they have at the start, if you wish. 

MYSTERY OBJECT – continued 
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You could repeat the game on car journeys, for example, using the remaining mystery objects from this session or your own ideas.
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Cut out each Mystery Object Card separately and keep them hidden from your child.
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